
Gutter Cleaner Plus Odor GuardOdor Guard

Non Toxic, No VOC’sNon Toxic, No VOC’s
100% Biodegradable100% Biodegradable
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What is ODOR GUARD?  Odor Guard is a revolutionary new way to control and 
combat malodors control powerful bleach odors when cleaning.  Most prod-
ucts contain perfumes and deodorizer packages that just cover up or mask 
odors which quickly return.  Odor Guard takes things to a new level using new 
encapsulating technology to encapsulate and block odors.  Once odors are 
encapsulated they can’t be released which means areas stay fresh much lon-
ger.  Odor Guard leaves areas smelling fresh long past the cleaning process.

FORMULATED WITH
ODOR GUARD
TECHNOLOGY



Available Packages

0368-275 275 Gallon Tote

0368-55 55 Gallon Plastic Drum

0368-30 30 Gallon Plastic Drum

0368-15 15 Gallon Plastic Drum

0368-5 5 Gallon Plastic Pail

0368-4 4 Gallon Case

0368-QT 12 x 32oz Quart Case

What is House & Gutter?
House & Gutter is a revolutionary new product formulated for the cleaning professional.  This 
incredible product uses the power of a foaming action to improve the quality, speed, and 
safety of vertical cleaning.  Heavy foam levels allow the detergents, builders and chelates to 
dwell longer on the surface which results in a cleaner surface and less heavy scrubbing.  Great 
for use on building exteriors as well as gutters and carbon run-off. Housoe and Gutter is for-
mulated with Odor Guard Technology for added performance.

Clings to Roofs
& vertical surfaces

Synthetic Labs
Toll Free: 800-255-4050

24 Victory Lane, Dracut, MA 01826 
www.syntecpro.com

www.ecowashproducts.com

Directions For Use:
Read MSDS and test in a small inconspicuous area.  This 
product is not recommended for use with Sodium Hypo-
chlorte (bleach).  

Diluton Instructions:
Container Size: 55 Gallon Drum

Add to water
30 Gallon Drum
Add to water

5 Gallon Pail
Add to water

Normal Cleaning 1.5 -2 Gallons 64-128 Ounces 10-20 Ounces

Heavy Duty Cleaning 4-5 Gallons 2-4 Gallons 40-64 Ounces

Ounce Conversions 1 Gallon=128 Ounces 1 Quart=32 Ounces 1 Cup=8 Ounces

Once product is mixed, apply to desired surfaces. Foam-
ing will allow solution to work longer and more effective-
ly on the surfaces, requiring less labor and less cleaning 
solution. Rinse with the least amount of pressure possible 
needed to get the surface clean. Warm water can al-
low for better performance and expedited rinsing. Use 
caution when using heat on various substrates. 

• Removes black carbon runoff  from roofs.

• Wi�  not harm aluminum gu� ers or window casings.

• Foam indicatees where cleaning has been done.

• Safe for use on a�  wood and siding.

• Remooves embedded dirt and soils.

• Great a� -in-one cleaner.

• Formulated with odour counteractants.

• Environmenta� y Safe & Biodegradable.
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REORDER NO: 0368

product benefits:product benefits:

Our Ecowash Professional Line of  products has 
been specially formulated  to make cleaning easier 

while being environmentally 
sustainable and 100% biodegradable.

Gutter Cleaner Plus Odor GuardOdor Guard


